Earthquake Resistant Structures
Capacity Design - Push Over Analysis
y Pre-and postprocessor of STATIK-5
y Graphic input of formwork geometry from
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
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ACAD
Typical floors management
Slab loads transfer from CEDRUS-5
Seismic loads and masses generation
Equivalent static and dynamic modal analysis
Seismic displacements and rotations verification
Short column check
Design of RC elements for basic, seismic,
capacity and push over actions
Design of footings for bending and punching
shear
Automatic generation of reinforcement bar
forms for continuous beams, walls, cores of
arbirtrary form and foundation elements
Reinforcement drawings in ACAD and bar
lists in EXCEL, material quantities

y Mixed structures of concrete steel, or comy
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y
y
y
y

posite sections in one model
Nonlinear truss members (tension-compression only) and supports
Foundation slab via CEDRUS-5 on elastic
supports with tension cut-off
Foundation beams on supports with tension
cut-off
Mixed foundation
Automatic generation of cross sections of
arbitrary form in FAGUS-5
Cross section consisting of different concrete grades (strengthening-retrofit projects)
Area, line, point loads also in STATIK-5 on
load surfaces
2nd order analysis with initial deformation if
needed
Push over analysis for existing buildings or
on designed model, evaluation of seismic
behaviour for several levels of seismic hazard
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Building a Space Frame from Typical
Floors
y Graphic input of formwork geometry from
ACAD
y Automatic generation of the structural model
of the typical floor based on the formwork
plan
y Automatic generation of the floor slab model
in CEDRUS-5

y Reactions transfer from the solution of slabs
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

with the finite element program CEDRUS-5
Diaphragmatic action
Temperature changes, shrinkage and creep
of concrete, prestressing
Model of rigid joint
Spring supports (tension cut-off)
Rigid member for modeling purposes (link)
Processing of model and loads through the
3D graphic editor of STATIK-5
Reduced stiffness of members due to
cracking
Construction stages where needed

Arbitrary shaped cross sections of reinforced concrete
y Wall and core section of arbitrary shape under bending, shear and torsion

y Automatic generation / modification by user
of edge columns of walls and cores

y Exact calculation of stresses and strains in
edge columns and webs of walls and cores,
design of confinement reiforcement

y Calculation of ultimate capacity of any kind
y
y
y
y

of section, plastic hinges for push-over analysis
Diagrams of moment-curvature for evaluation of plastic rotation capacity
Library of hot-rolled steel sections
Parametrical sections and generation of reinforcement layout for any shape of section
(rectangular, circular, T, L, Ð etc)
Reinforcement layouts with different laws of
dimensioning for every position in any section, normal or strengthened

y Ability of solutions of load cases acting on
different static systems (construction stages)
and combination of the results
y Static nonlinear push-over analysis with plastic hinges (rotation or axial deformation

Equivalent static earthquake loads and
masses
y Definition of level of seismic fixation for the
y
y

y
y
y

building
Reduction of live load for seismic action after code
Triangular or uniform distribution of equivalent
static earthquake loads with optional
concentrated load on top and accidental
eccentricity moments
Dynamic modal analysis with 6 degrees of
freedom per node
Fast solution algorithm (32bit)
2nd order theory with initial deformations,
where needed

Evaluation of seismic displacements and
rotations of floors, short column checks
y Eigenperiods of vibration through dynamic
analysis or after approximation formulas
y Direct definition of seismic acceleration to
apply according previous codes

y Preview of seismic spectrum for any set of
y
y
y
y
y

parameters
Definition of floor perimeters for the sufficiency check of shear walls, drift of masonry
walls and accidental eccentricity
Automatic calculation of rotation pole and
angle of principal axes of building deformation
Second order effects factor theta (è)
Sufficiency check of sheer walls to avoid soft
storey mechanism
Check of short column

Dynamic response spectrum method
y Different damping per eigenmode
y Combination of eigenmodes for each direction of seismic excitation, spectrum after
code or by user, percentage of mass participation
y Combination for each direction and for all
directions after different statistical algorithms
(SRSS, CQC, absolute value, linear)
y Calculation of possible maximum for section
forces, deformations and support reactions

Design of continuous beams of arbitrary
cross section
y Different reinforcement layouts for field and
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

support
Automatic definition of design section per
span
Automatic identification of the continuity of
beams and of the faces of vertical elements
Grouping of continuous beams through a
special management menu
Design for basic, seismic (static or dynamic),
capacity action and push over
Envelopes of the effects of actions for the
design according to the code
Uni- or biaxial bending, shear and torsion as
options
Capacity design for shear force

Automatic Curtailment of ReinforcementBar-Editing
y Automatic generation of reinforcement layouts

y Definition of maximum bar lengths, diameters
and stirrups spacing

y Compliance with all minimum and maximum
y
y
y
y
y

y
y

spacing and diameters of bars according to
the selected code
Anchoring, splicing lengths, displacement of
tension line due to cracking, concrete cover
Arrangements of stirrups with many legs
(multiple hoop patterns)
Optional investigation for economical reinforcing solutions
More dense arrangement of stirrups in the
end regions
Evaluation of the layout through (efficiency
factor) graphs for ultimate strength, longitudinal reinforcement, stirrups and plastic hinge
rotation in push over analysis
Bar lists and material quantities in EXCEL
Automatic generation of reinforcement drawings for continuous beams in ACAD

Confinement of the Critical Regions of
Columns to Provide Adequate Ductility
y Automatic generation of the confinement rey
y
y
y
y
y

Design of Columns with a Cross Section
of any Shape
y Variation of reinforcement arrangement with
y
y
y
y
y

different distribution of longitudinal reinforcement’s bars
Automatic identification of the continuity of
columns from storey to storey
Grouping of columns through a specific management menu
Design for basic, seismic (static or dynamic),
capacity action and push-over
Envelopes of the effects of actions for the
design according to the code
Capacity design of beam-column joints and
for shear force

inforcement’s arrangement
Calculation pecification of anchoring and
splicing (lap) lengths
Calculation of confinement according to code
or optional definition of parameters
Concrete cover, hooks, S bars
More dense arrangement of stirrups in critical regions according to the selected code
Compliance with all minimum and maximum
spacing and diameters of bars of the
selected code
Evaluation of the layout through (efficiency
factor) graphs for ultimate strength, longitudinal reinforcement, stirrups and plastic hinge
rotation in push over analysis

Design of Walls and Walled Cores with a
Cross-Section of any Shape
y Automatic definition of edge columns or by
y
y

y
y
y

user
Reinforcement arrangement with constant
web reinforcements and variable edge column reinforcements
Automatic identification of the continuity of
walls from storey to storey and predesignation of the level where the plastic hinge will
occur for the capacity design in one or even
two directions
Grouping of walls through menu
Design for basic, seismic (static or dynamic)
capacity action and push over
Automatic generation of reinforcement drawings of walls and cores in ACAD

Design of Rectangular Pad Foundations
y Grouping of footings through a specific menu
y Design for basic, seismic (static or dynamic)
y
y
y
y
y

y Optional change of edge columns dimen-

and capacity action
Envelopes of the effects of actions for the
design according to the selected code with
or without lateral forces or moments
Automatic definition of dimensions based on
geometrical restrictions
Eccentric arrangement of footing
Soil capacity according to limit state theory
and sliding stability verifications
Evaluation of the dimensions through (efficiency factor) graphs for ultimate strength,
sliding, longitudinal reinforcement, punching
strength and stirrups

sions

y Verification of the sufficiency of edge
y
y
y
y
y

columns under compression and exact calculation of confinement stirrups
Automatic forming of stirrups, even of not
rectangular form, in open or closed crosssections with polygonal openings (hollow)
Concrete cover of reinforcements, hooks,S
bars, confinement stirrups
Calculation of anchoring lengths and splicing (lap) lengths
Compliance with all minimum and maximum
spacings and diameters of the selected code
Evaluation of the layout through (efficiency
factor) graphs for ultimate strength, longitudinal reinforcement, stirrups and plastic hinge
rotation in push over analysis

Punching of Rectangular Pad
Foundations for Vertical Members with a
Cross-Section of any Shape
y Minimum bending reinforcements of the
y
y
y
y
y

footing for internal, edge or corner column
Concrete cover, hooks
Automatic calculation of punching shear for
regular column shapes and thikness (depth)
of footings according to GRN or EC2
Option to define for any cross-section the
critical section and the loaded area
Increase of vertical design load due to eccentricity
Punching reinforcement

Automatic production of reinforcement drawings in ACAD and
bar lists / material quantities in EXCEL
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